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Welcome to our Valve World…

Dear reader,

Coreline Wuxi is a 100% Danish factory with a lot of knowhow,
quality production and low cost.

Coreline Wuxi in China was founded in 2007 as a manufacturer
of butterfly valves and check valves. By focusing on the production
of quality valves, the company gradually achieved international
clientele.

Besides butterfly valves and check valves, we have developed high performance ball valves. In addition, the program has expanded
to include complementary products supplied by other manufacturers, under the specifications and quality control of Coreline.

High quality is consistently throughout the product range. Coreline will always provide quality products at a competitive price. Our
technical knowledge result in innovative solutions to the advantage for our customers. We complement this with professional advice
and service.

We are aware that human resources are important and prioritize good conditions for staff, so the mood, motivation and service is
top notch to benefit all of us.

Continuously focus on high quality and highly trained staff, makes Coreline an attractive partner. You are always welcome to visit us
at the factory in Wuxi, to explore our production, quality and organization.

Many friendly greetings

Ole Bjørn Jensen
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About us
Efficient ERP
Coreline has implemented an efficient German ERP system to manage inquiries, quotations,
orders, purchase, warehouse and production.
Barcodes in warehouse, production and quality control, ensure strictly organized flow, reliable
delivery time and quality.

Warehouse
Coreline has many shelves, which are of great importance for expanding stock of components
and finished goods, to improve delivery time and ensure better time for quality control.
Together with new ERP with barcode system, this investment make the whole flow from purchase
to order sufficient and lead to better service.

QA
To avoid time consuming and expensive claims, Coreline focus continuously on quality. We want to have an outstanding reputation
and we can only achieve this by delivering error-free products and good service.
INCOMMING INSPECTION
Besides visual, functional and dimensional examinations, we also inspect the rubber shore hardness, rubber thickness, and analyze
the metal and rubber chemical composition.
PRODUCTION INSPECTION
In the production line, educated and qualified staffs follow the instructions to ensure quality is according to requirements. Quality
assurance employees support the operators. Painting thickness is measured for every layer.
ASSEMBLY INSPECTION
All mounted valves have to pass the pressure test. We also make 100% torque test and have records, which are saved in our
company documentation for more than 10 years.
FINAL INSPECTION
All valves pass the final inspection. In the final inspection section, the finished valves are
inspected for conformity to the customers’ requirements. Hereafter the valves are approved
and released for the shipping section.

Certificates
Coreline is strictly certified by ISO9001 and ISO14001. CE/ATEX certificates cover most of our products. ABS marine approval is
certified for the butterfly valve body foundry. Design and production are according to API, ASME, EN/DIN, BS and JIS standard.
Professional painting equipment in house produces surface quality according to requirement, for instance NORSOK marine. Butterfly
valves have approvals of DVGW, EU1935/2004 and FDA. 3pcs ball valves have approvals for low fugitive emission certificates.
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Fig.120 2PC ball valve
Connection:

Thread ends BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT

Size range:

¼” - 3”

Pressure rating:

¼” - 2”: PN63
2 ½” - 3”: PN40

Face to face：

DIN3202 M3

Body:

Stainless steel 316

Seat:

PTFE

Operation:

Handle with or without safety lock, T-handle

● Face to face dimension confirms to DIN3202 M3.
● 2-piece compact design of body.
● Full bore for better Kv/Cv value.
● Solid ball for high performance tasks.
● Anti-blow out stem design.
● Other materials available on request.

Fig.125 2PC ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:

Thread ends BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT

Size range:

½” - 3”.

Pressure rating:

¼” - 2”: PN63
2 ½” - 3”: PN40

Face to face：

DIN3202 M3

Body:

Stainless steel 316. Carbon steel as option

Seat:

PTFE

Operation:

Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

● Face to face dimension confirms to DIN3202 M3.
● Full bore for better Kv value.
● Anti-static devices for ball - stem - body.
● Solid ball for high performance tasks.
● Blow-out proof stem.
● Pressure relief hole in ball slot.
● ISO5211 direct mounting pad for easy automation.

Fig.161/165 3/4-way ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:

Flanged ends: DIN EN1092-1
Butt weld ends: ISO1127
Thread ends: BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT

Port:

L port, T port, X port, I port

Size range:

¼” - 4” or DN15 - DN100

Pressure rating:

Flanged ends: DN15 - DN50 PN40/PN16; DN65 - DN100 PN16
Butt weld / Thread ends: DN15 - DN50 PN63(1000psi)

● Multi-port: 4 exchangable end caps providing a diverse selection of flow-patterns
and different options of end connection.
● 4 seats design which allows input flow in all ends without occurrence of bypass (leakage) behind the ball.
● Traceability: heat numbers on main parts of each valve.
● ISO5211 direct mounting pad for easy automation.
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Fig.130 3PC high performance ball valve
Connection:

Thread ends BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT
Butt weld ends - EN12627/SMS3008 / ISO1127
Socket weld ends - ASME B16.11

Size range:

¼” - 2” or DN15 - DN50

Pressure rating:

¼” - 1”: FB = 138bar/2000psi
1 ¼” - 2 ”: FB = 102bar/1500psi

Body:

Carbon steel, stainless steel 316

End caps:

Carbon steel, stainless steel 316L

Ball/stem:

Stainless steel 316

Seat:

PTFE with 25% carbon

Operation:

Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

Design features
Lock cap for nut, ensure life loaded
sealing.

Groove on the stem show the direction of ball.
Stem is square which is good for automation,
having four driving points to absorb strength.
Chevron shape packing in
highly wear-resistant
PTFE+25% carbon material,
provide optimum stem packing
box and long cycle life.

Belleville washers provide dynamic
life loaded stem sealing, even with
temperature fluctuations.
Fully machined ISO5211 mounting
pad.

FPM O-ring provides excellent
sealing by air and vacuum
applications.

Precisely machined and mirror
polished ball surface for bubble tight
shutoff with low operating torque.

Specially designed 45° slope of
stem together with packing
made of PTFE+25% carbon,
ensuring very long life time of
primary sealing.

Anti-static device for ball-stem-body.
Relief hole in stem slot of ball to
balance the pressure in the body
cavity.

Tracks in seat to relieve
pressure, reducing wear and
operating torque.

SS316 ball valves with welding ends
CF3M material as standard, which
reduces inter-granular corrosion by
welding.

Sealing system

Fully encapsulated body sealing up to 2” provide safe sealing
and directly welding in line without disassembly. Same bolt
circle diameter and body face to face dimension as many
wellknown brands, makes the valve easy interchangeable.

Belleville washers provide dynamic life loaded stem sealing, even with temperature fluctuations.
Chevron V-shape packing as secondary sealing by stem is dynamic and safe sealing for both
pressure and vacuum.
Specially designed 45° slope of stem together with packing made of PTFE+25% carbon, ensuring
very long life time of primary sealing.
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Fig.131 3PC high performance ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:

Thread ends BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT
Butt weld ends - EN12627/SMS3008 / ISO1127
Flange ends - EN1092, ASME B16.5
Socket weld ends - ASME B16.11

Size range:

¼” - 4” or DN15 - DN100

Pressure rating:

¼” - 1”: FB = 138bar/2000psi
1 ¼” - 2”: FB = 102bar/1500psi
2 ½” - 4”: FB = 69bar/1000psi
Flanged valves: according to nominal pressure of flange.

Top flange:

ISO5211

Body:

Carbon steel, Stainless steel 316

End caps:

Carbon steel, stainless steel 316L

Ball/stem:

Stainless steel 316

Seat:

PTFE with 25% carbon

Operation:

Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

Design features
Grove on the stem show the direction of ball.
Stem is square which is good for automation, having four
driving points to absorb strength.
Top flange according to ISO5211, together with square stem,
makes it suitable for direct mounting of actuators, without using
bracket or coupling.

Lock cap for nut, ensure life loaded sealing.
Belleville washer ensure life loaded stem sealing, even with
temperature fluctuations.
Chevron shape packing in highly wear-resistant PTFE+25%
carbon material, provide optimum stem packing box and
long cycle life.
FPM O-ring provides excellent sealing by air and vacuum
applications.
Specially designed 45° slope of stem together with packing
made of PTFE+25% carbon, ensuring very long life time of
primary sealing.
Tracks in seat to relieve pressure, reducing wear and
operating torque.
Anti-static device for ball-stem-body.
Precisely machined and mirror polished ball surface for
bubble tight shutoff with low operating torque.
Relief hole in stem slot of ball to balance the pressure in the
body cavity.
SS316 ball valves with welding ends CF3M material as
standard, which reduces inter-granular corrosion by
welding.
Fully encapsulated body sealing up to 2” provide safe
sealing and directly welding in line without disassembly.
Same bolt circle diameter and body face to face dimension
as many wellknown brands, makes the valve easy
interchangeable.
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Fig.135 3PC ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:

Size range:
Pressure rating:

Face to face：
Body:
Seat:
Operation:

Thread ends BSPP. Alternative NPT, BSPT.
Butt weld ends - ISO1127
Flange ends - EN1092-1
½”- 4” or DN15 - DN100
Thread/BW ends: ½” - 2”: PN63
2 ½” - 4”: PN40
Flanged ends:
½” - 4”: PN16/PN40
Thread/BW ends: DIN3202 M3
Flanged ends:
DIN3202 F1
Stainless steel, carbon steel
PTFE. Alternative RPTFE
Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

● Full bore for better Kv value.
● Anti-static devices for ball - stem - body.
● Blow-out proof stem.
● Pressure relief hole in ball slot.
● ISO5211 direct mounting pad for easy automation.

Fig.150 2PC flange ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:
Size range:
Pressure rating:

Face to face:
Body:
Seat:
Operation:

Flanged ends - EN1092-1
DN15 - DN200
DN15 - DN100: PN16/PN40
DN125 - DN200: PN16
Other flange standard available on request.
DIN3202 F4
Stainless steel, carbon steel
PTFE with 25% carbon, RPTFE, PTFE
Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

● Wax casting with excellent surface finish.
● Anti-static devices for ball - stem - body.
● Blow-out proof stem.
● Pressure relief hole in ball slot.
● Fire safe design.
● ISO5211 direct mounting pad for easy automation.
● Solid ball for standard. Hollow available for DN200.

Fig.170 Wafer ball valve with ISO mounting pad
Connection:
Size range:
Pressure rating:
Body:
Seat:
Operation:

Flanged ends according to EN1092-1
DN15 - DN200
DN15 - DN100: PN16/PN40
DN125 - DN200: PN16
Stainless steel, carbon steel
PTFE, RPTFE
Hand lever, pneumatic actuator, electric actuator

● Wax casting with excellent surface finish.
● Anti-static devices for ball - stem - body.
● Blow-out proof stem.
● Pressure relief hole in ball slot.
● ISO5211 direct mounting pad for easy automation.
● Solid ball for standard. Hollow ball available for DN200.
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Fig.211 Rubber seat butterfly valve
Connection:
Nominal diameter:
Standard differential pressure:
Body:
Disc:
Seat:

Wafer, lug
DN25 - DN300
16bar for DN25 - DN200,
10bar for DN250 - DN300
Ductile iron
SS, duplex SS, super duplex SS, DI+EPDM/Nylon
NBR, EPDM

● Without pin design: Double D transmission between disc and shaft is strong and reliable.
● Hard back ring keeping the rubber from seat distortion.
● Marine approval valves available on request.

Fig.223/224 Rubber seat butterfly valve
Connection:
Nominal diameter:
Standard differential pressure:
Body:
Disc:
Seat:

Fig.223 wafer, Fig.224 lug
DN25 - DN2000
16bar for DN25 - DN200; 10bar for DN250 - DN2000
Ductile iron, stainless steel 316
SS, duplex SS, super duplex SS, DI
EPDM-H, NBR, NBR-DVGW, FPM, FPM-B (steam
resistant), FEPM, PTFE(EPDM), Silicone

Groove to show direction of the disc. Heat number and material certificate. Threaded to
make safe mounting of hand lever.
Top flange according to ISO5211, together with square stem, makes it suitable for direct
mounting of actuators, without using bracket.
Relief track on the mounting flange protect the actuator if over pressure or wear makes
the valve leak.
Stainless steel retainer preventing stem blow-out.
Weather sealing.
Unique detail make it convenient for adding identidification or manual book.
RPTFE/graphite bearings provide excellent support.
GGG40 Ductile iron body, provides high mechanical properties.
O-rings by upper and lower shaft, are extra ordinary sealing to prevent leakage.
Square transmission between disc and shaft is strong and reliable.
UPR hard back ring for the seat, ensure good tolerances of sealing point, keep the rubber
stationary even under vacuum conditions and let you mount the valve between flanges
without seat displacement.
Streamline disc for better Kv with enough strength.
Unique curve sloop reduce the torque and increase life time.
Wider sealing diameter together with the centering eyes of the valve, makes safe sealing
for all kind of flanges.
Patented solution on disc turning point with reinforced bearing inside the disc, where
rotation occurs. This reduce friction and ensure perfect centering and long lifetime
together with the strong fixing shaft.
Multi-standard alignment holes suitable for various standard of flanges: EN1092
PN10,PN16, ASME B16.5 Class150, JIS B2239 10K,16K, BS10 Table D,Table E.
Plug with O-ring as wheather and secondary sealing.
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Fig.225/226 2PC butterfly valve
Connection:

Fig.225 wafer, Fig.226 lug

Nominal diameter:

DN50 - DN500

Standard differential pressure:

10bar

Flange accommodation:

EN1092 PN10, PN16. ASME B16.5 Class150

Face to face:

EN558 Series 20, API609 Table 1

Top flange:

ISO5211

Temperature range:

-10 ~ +180℃
(Depending on pressure, medium and material)

Body:

Ductile iron, carbon steel, stainless steel

Disc:

PTFE coated, stainless steel, super duplex SS

Seat:

PTFE with EPDM back, PTFE with Silicon bar

Groove on the stem showing direction of the disc
Top flange according to ISO5211, together with square stem, makes it suitable for
direct mounting of actuators, without using bracket
Unique groove on the top flange getting rid of wetness, gives a very good
protection to actuators
Stainless steel retainer preventing stem blow-out
RPTFE+graphite bearings provide excellent support, especially if actuators are
used for automation purposes
Multi-standard alignment holes suitable for various standard of flanges: EN1092
PN10, PN16. ASME B16.5 Class150
Extra wide sealing face for corrosion resistance
Square transmission between disc and shaft is strong and reliable
Two piece body design
Streamline disc for better Kv with enough strength
Chevron shape interface between disc and seat for better sealing
Spring loaded back up together with V-chevron sealing, to ensure safe tightness

Fig.263 High performance butterfly valve
Connection:

Wafer, lug

Nominal diameter:

DN50 - DN600 (Bigger sizes available on request)

Pressure rating:

PN10/16//25/40; Class150/300

Face to face:

API609 Table 2

Body:

Carbon steel, stainless steel

Disc:

Stainless steel

Seat:

RPTFE

● Double eccentric bidirectional sealing.
● Disc with eccentric spherical geometry.
● Low torque figures reduces cost for actuator and ensure longer lifetime.
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Fig.450 Y-angle valves
Size range:

DN15 - DN65

Connection:

Thread, welding, flange, hooping

Medium flow direction:

Above or Below seat

Air supply:

3bar - 8bar (Depending on the pipeline pressure difference)

Valve body:

SS316, SS304

Actuator body:

SS304, aluminum, plastic

Actuator type:

Spring return, double acting

Fig.510/515 brackets, couplings
Type:

Fig.510 bracket

● Basic bracket (open)
● Stainless steel
● Shape makes it easy to assemble

Type:

Fig.515 bracket system with 3 functions

● Closed bracket
● Quick assembling bracket
● Closed bracket with hand lever
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Fig.500/503 Hand lever
Type:

Fig.500 - Aluminium hand lever
Fig.503 - CF8M or DI hand lever

Max. torque:

350Nm

● Convenient installation and usage.
● Excellent surface design and comfortable operating.
● Position can be locked by fixing one bolt and nut in the lever hole.
● CF8M / DI hand lever: Any position can be fixed by the screw beside the retainer screw for regulating application.

Fig.520/521/522 Gear box
Type:

Fig.520 - Aluminium gear box
Fig.521 - Cast iron, CF8M gear box
Fig.522 - Clutch gear box

Max. torque:

160,000Nm

Gear:

Ductile iron, Alu-bronze

● Used as manual operation for 90° rotary valves, like butterfly valves, ball valves, etc.
● Easy operation and high transmission efficiency with high output torque.
● ISO5211 standard mounting flange, with double-square and key connection both available for requirement.
● Standard protection class IP65 (Can customize higher protection class).

Fig.540/541 Pneumatic actuator
Types:

Fig.540 double acting, Fig.541 spring return

Operating medium:

Dry or lubricated air, inert/non-corrosive gases

Operating temperature: Standard (NBR O-ring) : -20°C ~ +80°C
Low temperature (Silicon rubber O-ring) : -35°C ~ +80°C
High temperature (Viton O-ring) : -15°C ~ +150°C
Travel stop:

0° to 90°, adjustable +4° to -4°

Air supply pressure:

2.5bar to 8bar

Lubrication:

Pre-lubricated for life of actuator on assembly under
normal operating conditions

Mounting details:

ISO5211, Namur, VDI/VDE 3845

Body:

Polished hard anodized, HB 420~440
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Fig.570 Standard solenoid valve
Construction:

5/2, 3/2 way

Medium temperature:

-25℃ ~ +80℃

Working pressure:

2bar - 8bar

Weather proof:

IP65

Voltage:

24VDC - 4W, 24VAC - 4VA, 230VAC - 4VA

● For direct mounting on NAMUR interface.
● Locking manual override as standard on all solenoid operated versions.

Fig.576 EX solenoid valve
Construction:

5/2, 3/2 way

Medium temperature:

-25℃ ~ +80℃

Working pressure:

2bar - 8bar

Weather proof:

IP66

Voltage:

12/24/48VDC - 3.5W, 110/210/220/240VAC - 4VA

Insulation protection:

F Class coil

Area classification:

Ex d IIC T6 (Class 1, Division 1, Group ABCD)

● Extruded aluminum body. SS316 body available on request.
● For direct mounting on NAMUR interface.
● Excellent for applications in hazardous area.

Fig.561 Position switch box
Weather proof:

IP67

Ambient temperature:

-25℃ ~ +85℃ (-25℃ ~ +125℃ for optional)

Cable entry:

2×1/2NPT. Optional: PT1/2, PF1/2, M20 PG13.5

Terminal strips:

8 points. Optional: 12 points

Switches:

Mechanical, proximity

Current transmitter:

Feedback 4-20mA (20-4mA) (On request)

Position indicator:

0° - 90° Open-Yellow; Close-Red (0° - 180° for option)

Fig.560 EX position switch box
Weather proof:

IP67

Explosion proof:

Ex d IIC T6, Ex d IIB T6

Ambient temperature:

-25℃ ~ +85℃ (-25℃ ~ +125℃ for optional)

Cable entry:

2×3/4NPT. Optional: PT3/4, PF3/4

Terminal strips:

8 points. Optional: 12 points

Switches:

Mechanical, proximity

Current transmitter:

Feedback 4-20mA (20-4mA) (On request)

Position indicator:

0° - 90° Open-Yellow; Close-Red (0° - 180° for option)
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Fig.564 Inductive sensor
● Easy and fast mounting on standard actuators.
● Small construction with sturdy plastic housing of protection class IP67.
● LED for power on.
● M12 male connector.
● 5 meters cable available on request.

Fig.585 Intelligent positioner
Ambient temperature:

-40℃ - +85℃

Communication:

HART, Profibus PA, Foundation Fieldbus

● Full digital control, reliability, stability, small size and light weight.
● Intelligent control with simple function setting.
● Consult Coreline for more details.

Fig.586 Electric-Pneumatic positioner
Type:

Rotary, Linear

Stoke:

0° - 90° (R)， 10mm - 150mm (L)

Ambient temperature:

-20℃~ +70℃

Input signal:

4-20mA DC

Supply pressure:

1.5bar - 7bar

Air connection:

PT(NPT)1/4”

Weather proof:

IP66

Explosion proof:

Exd II BT6, Exd II CT6, Exia II CT6

● No resonance to the positioner operation during 5-200Hz.
● Convenient for ZREO and SPAN adjustments.

Fig.530 Air filter regulator
Type:

Air Regulator
Filter/Regulator-Lubricator
Filter-Regulator-Lubricator

Ambient temperature:

-20℃ ~ +70℃

Adjustable pressure:

1.5bar - 9bar

Max pressure:

10bar

Pressure ensurance:

15bar

Suggested lubricant:

ISO VG 32 or same grade

● Max adjustable pressure for low pressure type: 0.4MPa.
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Fig.611 Wafer lift check valve
Connection:

Wafer

Nominal diameter:

DN15 - DN200

Standard differential pressure:

PN6, PN10, PN16, PN25, PN40; CLASS150, CLASS300

Face to face:

EN558 series 49 (DIN3202 K4)

Body:

Galvanized carbon steel, stainless steel

Disc:

SS304, SS316L, SS304/SS316+EPDM/NBR/FPM

Seat:

EPDM, NBR, VITON, metal

● Self-centering and easy to install and maintenance.
● Can be installed on vertical pipelines with down flow.
● Low pressure drops.

Fig.612 Dual plate check valve
Connection:

Wafer

Nominal diameter:

DN50 - DN2000

Standard differential pressure:

16bar for DN50 - DN600
10bar for DN700 - DN2000

Body:

Cast iron, ductile iron, carbon steel, stainless steel

Disc:

WCB, SS304, SS316, SS316L, C95400, C95800

Seat:

NBR, EPDM, VITON, metal

Spring:

SS316, Inconel

● Short face-to-face dimension.
● Lighter weight, by 80-90% than non-conventional full-body check valves.
● Low cracking pressure because of spring-loaded, double disc design.
● Long leaf springs prevent rubbing of plate on seat.

Fig.617 Wafer silent check valve
Connection:

Wafer

Nominal diameter:

DN50 - DN300

Standard differential pressure:

CLASS150

Face to face:

Industrial standard

Body:

Carbon steel, stainless steel

Disc:

SS304, SS316

Seat:

NBR, EPDM, VITON, metal

Spring:

SS321

● Flexibility and low weight because of short face-to-face dimension.
● Loaded with spring which helps to close the disc quickly with low water hammer pressure.
● Hand lapped mating surface between seat and disc with excellent finish.
● Fully guided disc at top and bottom to prevent binding and cocking.
● Rubber seat sealing provides for bubble tight shut off.
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Fig.614/615 Thin wafer swing check valve

Connection:

Wafer. Fig.614 without spring, Fig.615 with spring

Nominal diameter:

DN25 - DN1000

Standard differential pressure:

16bar for DN40 - DN200
10bar for DN250 - DN1000

Face to face:

Industrial standard

Body:

Galvanized carbon steel, stainless steel, alu/bronze

Disc:

SS201, SS304, SS316, C95400, C95800

Seat:

NBR, EPDM, FPM, PTFE, Metal

Eyebolt for easy installation.
Precisely machined dovetail keep body gasket very
firmly for sealing between valve and flange. No other flange
gasket is required.
Machined body with excellent finish and certificate.
Advanced machining of body to ensure right angle of disc in open position, to avoid disc to hit flange
and make noise in pipeline.
Precisely machined dovetail keep the gasket very firmly for sealing between body and disc.
The sealing is placed in body part, sheltered from media.
Precisely machining for safe fixing of disc/hinge together with washer and screw, to avoid accident
in pipe system.
Integral casting for disc and hinge is strong and reliable solution compare to welding execution.
Spring in quality material to ensure no broken parts in pipeline.

CORELINE VALVE CO., LTD.
The contents of this catalogue are confidential
and proprietary to Coreline, we reserve the right
to change the specifications without any notice.

2022-11-18 Coreline Valve Co., Ltd.

Add: No.210 Xinyuan Road, Ehu Industrial Park, 214116 Wuxi, P.R. China
Phone: +86 510 8852 5336
Http: // www.coreline.dk
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